2019-05-17

Ref No.: Persev/17/05/2019 LET- 002

1. RESIDENTS AND BUSINESSES OF HEDGE STREET BETWEEN RAWSON AND TROTTER
2. RESIDENTS AND BUSINESSES OF TROTTER STREET BETWEEN HEDGE AND LONG
3. RESIDENTS AND BUSINESSES OF RAWSON STREET BETWEEN MAIN AND LONG
4. RESIDENTS AND BUSINESSES OF HEDGE STREET BETWEEN TROTTER AND REX
5. RESIDENTS AND BUSINESSES OF GORDON STREET BETWEEN HEDGE AND LONG

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

CONTRACT NO.: T30/ 2018/19 REPLACEMENT AND REHABILITATION OF EXISTING WATER
NETWORK PHASE 01 – KNYSNA CBD

RE: NOTIFICATION OF CONSTRUCTION INTERFERENCE

It’s a great pleasure to announce that PERSEVCON-MAPITSI JV has been appointed by KNYSNA
MUNICIPALITY to execute a project for the Replacement and Rehabilitation of Existing Water
Network within KNYSNA CBD along the Streets mentioned above.

This correspondence serves as notification to all businesses and property owners situated along the
above mentioned streets, that now and then you may be inconvenienced due to the nature of our
work.

This may lead to temporary entry and exit difficulties to properties, traffic disturbance as one lane of
the road will be closed during working hours, noise pollution, dust, hazardous chemicals, deep
excavations, hazard to flora and fauna, sidewalks demolitions and driving around of Heavy duty
earthmoving plant. Our complementary personnel will also be roaming around in the vicinity of your
area. Daily Tasks must be completed by end of business every day by our team to enable access to
properties.

We really apologise for the inconvenience we may cause beforehand.

We hope you find the above comprehensive.

Yours faithfully,

Aubrey Tihale
Construction Manager

081 785 0526    *****  aubreytihale196@gmail.com